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Summary

This report describes the results of the EURISK Map project. EURISK Map stands for
EURegional Interactive Risk Knowledge Map. As the project name suggests, a *HRJUDSKLFDO
,QIRUPDWLRQ�6\VWHP has been developed for presenting the knowledge about risk objects.
Here risk objects are objects that form a risk of causing a disaster and objects that can be at
risk in case of a disaster.

There are three reasons for developing this application.

• First, we want to create awareness in the EUREGIO that risk assessment is the starting
point of emergency planning. By identifying the hazards in the region, describing the
vulnerability and knowing the available means of response to mitigate the consequences
of a major accident, one can speed up the vigilance of all agencies and authorities
involved.

• Second, large natural and man-made disasters require a good co-operation between all
public safety organisations. In the case of a major accident, cross-border co-operation by
the emergency response organisations is of crucial importance for the safety of the
affected public and/or environment. This co-operation essentially depends on having
reliable information about hazards in the region, about vulnerabilities and about means to
respond. Having this information available in a written format can be problematic in a
multi language region. One has to maintain the information in several languages. This
requires centralised procedure to ensure that all parties possess up to date information.
This introduces large maintenance problems. The desired application should overcome at
least some of these problems.

• Third, to assure a wide acceptance of that new tool it should be freeware for all interested
agencies.

Since a picture says a thousand words in any language, the EUREGIO Maas-Rhine has
developed the geographical information system EURISK Map. EURISK Map is a stand alone
program that can show objects representing a risk or vulnerability on a map of the region.
Furthermore, associated with these objects is a database that provides specific information
and that can be accessed through the object on the map.
Due to the reduction in the available time for the development of the system from the planned
2 years to 9 months it was clear that the prototype version would have to be finalised after the
first phase supported by the Community Action Programme.
Finally, in an extension of the current system, each region in the EUREGIO Maas- Rhine will
be able to maintain its region on the map, thereby avoiding a centralised organisation.
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���3UREOHP�GHVFULSWLRQ

The goal of the EURISK Map project is to develop a prototype of a system that can show risk
object on a map and that can provide information about the shown objects. The prototype will
be a stand-alone program while the final system should run on a computer network. The
prototype to be developed should meet the following requirements.

• Show on a map of a region the objects that form a hazard and the objects that are
vulnerable.

• Provide the possibility to choose the type of objects that will be shown on the map.

• Information about objects must be stored in a database.

• Show the information about an object when the representation of the object on the map is
selected

• The information stored in the database must be maintained locally in a final system.

• The program should allow that locally maintained information can be accessed over a
network such as the Internet.

• The product must be made available as freeware for all EUREGIOs in the European
Union.
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���'HVLJQ�FKRLFHV

During the development of the EURISK Map prototype several design choices have been
made. The most important choices will be presented below together with their advantages
and disadvantages, and with the motivation for making a particular choice.

1R�WKLUG�SDUW\�*,6
The most important choice that has been made is to develop a system from scratch instead
of developing it using a Geographical Information System (GIS) from a third party. Using a
third party GIS has the advantage that most of the required functionality is already provided
for by the system. One only has to tune the system for the problem at hand. Such a GIS must
meet three requirements to be suited for our purpose.

• The GIS must be cheap, not only for a single user environment but also for an
environment in which an installation of the system in every municipality and every fire
department in the EUREGIO is realised.

• The second requirement is that it must be possible to link the system to a database in
which the ULVN�GDWD is stored.

• Finally, it must be impossible for a user to corrupt the data when viewing it.

A high quality GIS is expensive and requires a high license fee for every installation.
Therefore choosing such a system was not in range of the project. A less expensive GIS,
however, makes no separation between changing data and viewing the data stored in the
GIS. As a consequence, a user can accidentally change the location of a ULVN�REMHFW on the
map, while accessing the information about the object. This results in a corruption of the data.
Since it must be possible to use the system in stressful situation a less expensive GIS was no
option for the project.

We have chosen to store all the GIS data in a database and to develop a separate program
to view the data.

• The main advantage is that the resulting EURISK Map prototype is IUHHZDUH, it can be
installed on as many computers as we would like. Moreover, other EUREGIOs can also
use the prototype.

• We can assure that a user cannot corrupt the data while using the system.

• An important disadvantage however is that, unlike the more expensive GISs, we do not
have the ability to read standard file formats for GIS data. Writing programs to provide for
this functionality will be a future option.

• Another disadvantage is that, unlike the more expensive GISs, we cannot handle several
co-ordinate systems. All co-ordinates must be specified in decimal WGS’84. :H�FDQ�
KRZHYHU��VKRZ�HYHU\�SRVLWLRQ�RQ�WKH�PDS�LQ�:*6¶���FR�RUGLQDWHV��LQGHSHQGHQW�RI�WKH�FR�
RUGLQDWH�V\VWHP�RI�WKH�PDSV�LWVHOI�
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$�FHQWUDOLVHG�GDWDEDVH
One of the goals of the project is to enable decentralised maintenance of information stored
in the database. That means that every region in the EUREGIO will be responsible for
maintaining the data of their region. Initially the final version of the system, not the EURISK
Map prototype, should access the locally maintained information when necessary. We have
decided to drop this goal for the following reasons.

• Accessing data over a network can be slow.

• During a mayor accident network connections can become unavailable.

We have chosen for a system that has all data locally available. The developed system has,
however, a function to download a new version of the database from an FTP-server over a
network. In this way the user can assure that s/he has up to date data. Of course, this choice
raises the problem of maintaining the data on a centralised FTP-server. Besides appointing
someone responsible for maintaining the data a possible solution would be to write a program
that allows a region to modify the data of their region stored in the database on the FTP-
server.

7KH�0LFURVRIW�$FFHVV�GDWDEDVH
Assuming that everyone will have 0LFURVRIW�2IILFH���, we have chosen to use Microsoft
Access for the database. Microsoft Access is not the best possible choice because it is
relatively slow; moreover, a program cannot access Microsoft Access direct. Microsoft
Access must be accessed using the 2SHQ�'DWD�%DVH�&RQQHFWLYLW\ (ODBC) interface. This
ODBC interface, which is a part of Microsoft Office 97, provides a uniform access to
databases such as Microsoft Access.

The programming language, in which the EURISK Map prototype has been developed, offers
a better database. We could use this database in the future, but then we would also have to
develop programs to update the database. We do not have to write programs for updating the
database when using Microsoft Access.

7KH�0DSV
In principal there are two types of Geographical Information Systems, one that uses vector
maps and one that uses raster maps. Since we have chosen not to buy a GIS, we cannot use
vector maps. Vector maps are specified in special formats that we should be able to read.
Moreover, developing a fast and high quality system for presenting vector maps requires
more work effort than was possible within the project. Finally, vectors maps are rather
expensive.

The alternative for vector maps is raster maps. Basically a raster map is an abstract picture of
an area. Raster maps have the disadvantage that all information is encoded in the picture. A
road is a set of pixels having a special collar. It is not an object that can manipulated.  As a
result roads that are main transport routes cannot be highlighted but one can only draw
markers along these roads.1

                                                
1 One could draw a line on top of a road. However, it is almost impossible to guarantee that the line is exactly on
top of the road when using different maps, as we do.
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Raster maps come in different shapes and sizes. The best ones are those of the national
cartographic institutes. Unfortunately, these maps, although cheaper than vector maps, are
very expensive. A single user license for the maps of one province is already too expensive
given the project budget. Licenses of for all municipalities and all fire department of the
EUREGIO would cost millions of EUROs a year. Clearly, this is not an acceptable option.
Therefore, for the  Dutch and Belgian part of the EUREGIO, we have chosen to buy maps
from a company that makes these maps using air photography. According to cartographic
experts, these maps are too colourful for our purpose but they have, however, a good quality
and they are not expensive.

For the German part of the EUREGIO, we have obtained a 20 users license form the
Landesvermessungsamt Nordrhein-Westfalen for using four topographical maps of the
German side of the EUREGIO. Though the quality of the maps is very good, it is our
impression that these topographical maps are less suited for computer screen.
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����6\VWHP�GHVFULSWLRQ

The EURISK Map prototype consists of four parts, namely,
- a database,
- a folder with maps,
- a folder with icons and
- the EURISKmap program.

The database is used to store almost all data used by the EURISKmap program. The only
data that is not stored in the database concerns the maps used by the program and the icons
used to represent objects. The reason for this is that Microsoft Access is not able to store
graphical data such as maps and icons. Therefore, the maps and the icons are stored in
separate folders.

The fact that maps are not stored in the database can be seen as an advantage. The maps
will not change often, therefore there is no need to update them regularly. Moreover, the map
data is large and would require a long time to down load.

Also the icons should not change often. The icons that are used in the current system
however, are open for improvement. Also when new categories are introduced, it is possible
to add an icon representing an object of the new category on the map.

The EURISKmap program is used to show the maps of the region together with risk objects
on their proper location. Furthermore, the program offers access to the data of an risk object
that is stored in the database through selection of the risk object on the map. The following
data is presented when a risk object is selected:

• The name of the object.
• The address of the objects.
• The category of the object.
• The location(s) of the object (in WGS’84).
• Whether the object is a risk class.
• Whether the object is a Seveso II object.
• Whether the object has an emergency plan.
• Whether the object has a fire brigade deployment plan.
• Whether the object has a fire brigade plan.
• A description of the object.
• The dangerous materials stored at an object, together with the amounts.
• The person to contact in case of an emergency.
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���3URFHGXUHV�IRU�PDLQWDLQLQJ�WKH�GDWDEDVH�RI�ULVN�REMHFWV

The success of the EURISK Map system strongly depends on maintaining the database. For
reasons described above, we have chosen to update the database from a central FTP-server.
The EURISK Map prototype has a build in function for this task. A small improvement of this
function could be the addition of a warning that the user did not update the database for a
long time.

A more important issue is the maintenance of the database on the FTP-server. At the
moment there are two ways to do this. In both scenarios someone must be responsible for
maintaining the database. In the first scenario new data and modification are send to the
person responsible for maintaining the database. S/he uses the information to update the
database.

In the second scenario replicas are made of the database. Microsoft Access contains a
special function for this purpose. These replicas are handed over to the responsible persons
for maintaining the data of certain regions. After making a modification the replica is sent to
the person maintaining the database on the FTP-server. S/he can update the database on
the server using the replicas2.

                                                
2 Using replicas has one disadvantage. There is no control on who is changing which data. If someone
changes data outside his/her responsibility, conflict can arise.
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���)LQDOLVDWLRQ�RI�WKH�SURMHFW

Finalising the EURISK Map prototype the following tasks have to be carried out.

• Maintenance and extension of the database. This will require the gathering of more
detailed information about objects representing a risk in the EUREGIO.

• Implementation of a procedure for providing all users of the EURISK Map prototype with
the latest version of the database.

• Repair of bugs that may be found in the program.

• Evaluation of the benefit of using the EURISK Map prototype on risk assessment, and on
information exchange in case of a mayor accident, in the EUREGIO.
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���)XWXUH�ZRUN

The EUREGIO wishes to continue the development of the EURISK Map prototype into a final
system that can be used by all EUREGIOs within the EU IRU�IUHH. If sufficient funding can be
found, the following issues should be dealt with in the development of the final system.

• In the prototype, a separate set of maps for each region is used. In a set of maps, the
maps that have the same resolution make up one larger map. If an area of interest
overlaps two neighbouring maps, only one of the two maps can be shown. As a result one
cannot see the larger map that can be build from the two maps, each representing a part
of the area. To show one larger map that can be build from the two maps representing the
area, the current program must be extended and the database must be changed.3

• In the prototype version one and the same co-ordinate system is used for to denote the
positions of an objects, independent of the co-ordinate system of the map. These
positions are approximated. The errors caused by the approximation can usually be
neglected.

• The final system must posses the ability to read different file formats.

• The final system should integrate the map selection and the zooming function. By
zooming-in with fixed steps, we can select a map with a higher resolution if appropriate.

• In order to improve the presentation of information, it must be possible to specify for each
zooming level or map level, the objects that are shown. At the top level we could, for
instance, show only the fracture lines, the inundation areas and the Seveso plants.

• The final system must contain a program for updating the database on the FTP-server.
Such a program would make it possible to maintain the information of specific parts of the
EUREGIO locally.

                                                
3 Note that we cannot combine the sets of maps of the different region because the maps are based on
different coordinate systems
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���7KH�(85,6.�0DS�ZRUNVKRS

One part of the project was a where the method of working, the shortcomings and the results
of the project should be discussed with representatives from other Memberstates.

The workshop was divided in to two parts:

- The first part consisted of lectures concerning risk assessment, the use of maps and of
dynamic GISs, the EURISK Map prototype, cross-border co-operation and the so-called
EMMI project.

- The second part consisted of discussions in smaller groups about risk assessment.

3DUW����3UHVHQWDWLRQV

³7KH�$3(//�SURJUDPPH���5LVN�DVVHVVPHQW�LQ�D�ORFDO�FRPPXQLW\´
'U��*ROGVFKPLWW of the United Nations discussed the importance of assessing risk for the
purpose of damage control, the development of emergency plans, the training of people and
public education. His presentation perfectly showed that the process of risk assessment is a
“state-of-the art”-procedure for prevention work rather than a theoretical approach without any
practical significance.

³7KH�PDS�DV�DQ�LQVWUXPHQW�IRU�WKH�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�ULVNV´
3URIHVVRU�.UDDN discussed the usage of maps. Shortcomings and advantages of maps are
highly dependent on the intended use. Therefore he drove the attention of the audience to the
importance of choosing a good representation. But he also create awareness that even a
correct representation can be biased because of the way one looks at a map.

³�'\QDPLF�*,6�IRU�WKH�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�UHJLRQDO�GHYHORSPHQW´
0U��*URRWKX\VHQ of RIKS B.V. discussed how a dynamic GIS could be used to predict future
developments of a region. It can, for instance, be used to predict the development of
industrial areas and residential areas. These developments give insights in changes in risks
and vulnerabilities.

³&ROOHFWLRQ�RI�5LVN�GDWD´
0U��7LHPHVVHQ�of AVIV B.V. described the work which has been undertaken for the province
of Limburg, the Netherlands. He discussed the collection of risk data and the calculation of
risk contours around industries.
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³�7RROV�IRU�(XUHJLRQDO�FURVV�ERUGHU�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ´
�'U��1XHVVOHU of the fire department of Aachen discussed the information exchange between
the fire departments in the EUREGIO. It was highlighted that due to the fact that even a term
that is the same in two languages, can have slightly different meanings, a dictionary with
terms in four different language has been developed. Further standard faxes in three
languages informing each other and for requesting assistance, have been developed.

³(00,�±�&RPPXQLFDWLRQ�WRRO�IRU�WKH�(XUHJLRQDO�3ROLFH´
�0U��GH�+HXV of the Police South Limburg of the Netherlands presented the EMMI project.
The EMMI project is concerned with electronic information exchange between the police
forces in the EUREGIO. The information exchange takes place through electronic standard
forms to which one can attach photos, fingerprints, and so forth. The technical solution of this
project could form a basis for the further development of the current risk mapping initiative.

³([SHULHQFH�ZLWK�ULVN�PDSSLQJ´

��
0U��6FKDHIHU described the experience made in the German part of the EUREGIO during the
project with data collecting data on local, regional and “Land” – level. He draw the conclusion
that the project was easy to handle on the medium level but need more attention on the local
level because of the shortcomings with respect to awareness for the need of risk assessment
and resources (manpower and money)  for data collection and updating.

��
0U��+HU]LJ highlighted the experience made in Limburg (Nl) with the realisation of the already
highly developed computerised risk-maps. The initiative was mainly financed by the
government of the province and therefore has created a considerable amount of useful data.
Some areas still have to put more effort in data collection.
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3DUW�����'LVFXVVLRQ�JURXSV

The participants discussed the issues highlighted on the first day in three different working
groups with chairmen from the EUREGIO Maas-Rhine working group “Public Safety”:

Group 1 chaired by N.M.J. Herzig, Province of Limburg (NL) comprised delegates from :
- Sweden
- Finland,
- Norway,
- Germany
- The Netherlands

Group 2 chaired by P. Vandenbussche, Province de Liège (B) comprised delegates from
- Austria,
- Germany,
- Luxembourg,
- France,
- Belgium

Group 3 chaired by L. van Rompaey, Province Hasselt (B) comprised delegates from
- Greece,
- Germany;
- Spain,
- Ireland,
- United Kingdom

To ease the comparison of the discussed issues a list of questions to the participants was
prepared. Each discussion group had their own focus on particular issues. Therefore not all
questions were tackled the same way.

In general one has to say that the participants described their regional situation rather than
the national one. But that has no impact of the desired result of this discussions which was to
create awareness and motivation to implement the lessons learned during the workshop in
their home area of competence.

The summary hereafter gives a brief description of the main results of the discussion:
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$SSOLFDWLRQ�RI��5LVN�$VVHVVPHQW�DQG�5LVN�0DSSLQJ��DQG�RU�*,6�V\VWHPV�IRU
HPHUJHQF\�SODQQLQJ

Most of the participating delegates reported that risk assessment is used – to what extend
varies very much not only on national level but also on local and regional level. In the past
years in the UK risk assessment became very important as the whole fire service is
undergoes a restructuring.

In Sweden a certain method is applied for risk management. First an area is defined, then a
risk inventory is made for this area. The final goal of this approach is to build a GIS-system on
a national level. A group of technical planners and a reference group guide the project.
Sweden started some pilot projects in several communities. In Finland and Norway they have
a similar approach.

In Germany however the upper administrative levels only judge the plans that communities
have to make on their own. The upper administrative levels do not facilitate like in the
Scandinavian countries. Therefore there is not a integrated approach.

In the Netherlands the province of Limburg made a risk-map for planning purposes. The map
shows global data on risks so that authorities of police, fire and ambulance as well as the
municipalities and planning authorities know on which objects they have to focus. The
municipalities are responsible for making detailed plans for each (group of) object(s). The
risk-map does not show data required for intervention.

The participants from Luxembourg, France and Austria reported that they use risk mapping in
their country especially in professional fire services. On the regional level this risk mapping
has become more important with respect to flooding, transport of dangerous goods, important
natural risks, avalanches, etc.

Mainly because of financial reasons the use of GIS-systems is not wide-spread within the
majority of countries present.

'DWD�FROOHFWLRQ�IRU�ULVN�PDSSLQJ

In the discussion it became clear that the collection of data on risks is a huge problem in each
country. The data interesting for risk mapping are spread over a wide variety of authorities
and institutions. It is very difficult to find out which data are available and where you can get
them. Another problem is the quality of the data and their maintenance.

6RXUFHV�IRU�PDSV

In Norway and Finland there is a national agency for maps. Also there is a mapping server on
a national level. The national agency provides the municipalities with maps and encourages
them to use them for several purposes (also for risk mapping).

In Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands there is not such a national agency, but often a
privatised organisation. Obtaining maps from these organisations or on an commercial bases
is very expensive. Most of the communities do not have the money to obtain these maps.
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In the workshop all delegates had the opinion that it would be very useful to have a European
approach for the problem of obtaining maps. First the problem of different formats for the
maps could be solved and second the problem of the prices for the maps. The working group
members referred to the approach in the USA, where a national agency is responsible for
providing maps to all authorities.

8WLOLVDWLRQ�RI�PDSV

Besides the identification of streets and areas within a local or regional community the main
use of maps is for the identification of locations such as the stations of police, fire services,
civil protection or the location of hospitals rather than the identification of risks. When it
comes to inter-organisational or cross-border co-operation one mostly rely on the maps and
data provided by the relevant services of the Civil defence, or on department  or province
level.

&URVV�ERUGHU�FR�RSHUDWLRQV���LQIRUPDWLRQ���PHHWLQJV

Between Germany and the Netherlands there are a lot of contracts on a national as well as
on a regional and local level about cross border co-operation. These contracts are about
mutual assistance at catastrophes and severe accidents from police, fire, ambulance.

In the Nordic countries and in UK / Ireland due to the geography (mountains, no-mans-land or
seas between the countries) there are only few contracts. One is about mutual assistance
with helicopters and there are some municipalities that have contracts about cross border co-
operation.

On the informal level there are a lot of contacts and co-operation between countries adjacent
to each other such as Luxembourg/Germany/France or Belgium/Germany or
Belgium/Netherlands or Austria/Germany.

Very seldom one can find real contracts about mutual assistance on the local or regional level
which is very often due to the fact that cross-border co-operation is often understood to be
only necessary in the case of major disasters .

Those participants representing regions close to the border with their European neighbour
saw on urgent need to work more towards regional and/or local contracts or agreements. This
would overcome a variety of legal and administrative problems which may occur when cross-
border operations run into liability, responsibility and assurance questions.

In the Nordic countries there is almost no exchange of data about technological risks because
of the geographical situation (there are no cross border risks). They only exchange data (via
the IAEA) about nuclear power plants.

Between Germany and the Netherlands the authorities must exchange certain technological
risk data based upon prescriptions in several laws.
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In other countries there is an informal exchange of information (mostly the location) not the
data of the highest technological risks.

With reference to exchange of less sensitive data one has to state that there is no structural
exchange of data between the Nordic countries. But they meet each year (except for Iceland)
on a national and regional level to exchange ideas (not agreements).

Between Germany and the Netherlands EURISKmap-project represents the first formalised
data transfer between the partners of the EUREGIO Maas-Rhine (Regierungsbezirk Köln,
Provincie Zuid-Limburg (NL), Provincie Limburg (NL), Province de Liège (B) and the
Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft (B) ) representing the fire and rescue services and the
relevant authorities respectively. While there have been informal data exchanges via
information or exercises between the fire and rescue services as well as the police for several
years, the police has already up their EMMI data exchange programme which does not cover
exchange of risk data to be dealt with in emergency planning.

Further some five EUREGIOs are active along the common border with the Netherlands.
Commissions of these EUREGIOs function as platforms for the exchange of ideas and also
data.

/DQJXDJH�SUREOHPV

Obviously their are no language barriers between UK and Ireland or the Flemish part of
Belgium an the Netherlands, nor between Luxembourg/Germany or Luxembourg/France or
Germany/Austria.

While English is used often also in the Nordic as a common language in the co-ordination
between marine rescue centres without any problems one has to rely more on the French
language at the Spanish border with France.

The situation in the EUREGIO Maas-Rhine is totally different. In this region three languages
are spoken: Dutch, German and French. Most people do speak only two of these languages,
but not the third. In the communication on cross-border risks this is a major problem.

The organisers of the workshop are busy to overcome this situation by multi-lingual fax-
sheets as well as dictionaries which were also presented during the workshop.
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$SSHQGL[�±�:RUNVKRS�SURJUDP

:RUNVKRS�RQ�5LVN�0DSSLQJ���(85,6.�0DS��
+DVVHOW��%HOJLXP����±����'HFHPEHU�����

7KXUVGD\����'HFHPEHU

/RFDWLRQ�����&RXQW\�+DOO�RI�WKH�3URYLQFH�RI��/LPEXUJ��3URYLQFLHKXLV���8QLYHUVLWHLWVODDQ��
Chairman:   Mr. Nico Herzig, Working Group “Public Safety” of the EUREGIO Maas-Rhine

9.00 – 10.00 5HJLVWUDWLRQ�RI�SDUWLFLSDQWV
³:DNH�XS´�±�&RIIHH�7HD

10.00 – 10.10 2SHQLQJ�DQG�:HOFRPH
0U��.��+��/DPEHUW]��&KDLUPDQ�RI�WKH�(85(*,2�0DDV�5KLQH��3ULPH�0LQLVWHU�RI�WKH
*HUPDQ�6SHDNLQJ�&RPPXQLW\�RI�%HOJLXP

10.15 – 10.25 :HOFRPLQJ�UHPDUNV�RQ�EHKDOI�RI�WKH�(8�&RPPLVVLRQ
0U��(��8��6FKXOWH��(XURSHDQ�&RPPLVVLRQ��'*;,

6HVVLRQ����5,6.�$66(660(17�±�%DFNJURXQG�LQIRUPDWLRQ

10.30 – 10.50 7KH�$3(//�SURJUDPPH���5LVN�DVVHVVPHQW�LQ�D�ORFDO�FRPPXQLW\
'U��*ROGVFKPLWW��8QLWHG�1DWLRQV

10.50 – 11.05 %UHDN

11.05 – 11.35 7KH�PDS�DV�DQ�LQVWUXPHQW�IRU�WKH�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�ULVNV
3URIHVVRU�GU��0�-��.UDDN��7KH�1HWKHUODQGV

11.40 – 12.10 '\QDPLF�*,6�IRU�WKH�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�UHJLRQDO�GHYHORSPHQW
0U��:��*URRWKX\VHQ���5,.6�%�9���7KH�1HWKHUODQGV

12.15 – 12.45 &ROOHFWLRQ�RI�5LVN�GDWD
,U��*��:��0��7LHPHVVHQ��$9,9��7KH�1HWKHUODQGV

12.50 – 14.00 /XQFK

6HVVLRQ����7KH�(85,6.�SURMHFW�±�$LPV��%DFNJURXQG��)ROORZ�XS

14.15 – 14.30 7RROV�IRU�(XUHJLRQDO�FURVV�ERUGHU�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ
'U��'��1XHVVOHU��)LUH�EULJDGH�$DFKHQ��*HUPDQ\

14.35 – 15.20 3UHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�WKH�SURMHFW���DLPV��WRROV��ILQDO�&'
4��.OLQNHUV��'HSDUWPHQW�RI�&RPSXWHU�6FLHQFH��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0DDVWULFKW��7KH
1HWKHUODQGV

15.25 – 15.50 (00,�±�&RPPXQLFDWLRQ�WRRO�IRU�WKH�(XUHJLRQDO�3ROLFH
0U��+��GH�+HXV��3ROLFH�6RXWK�/LPEXUJ��7KH�1HWKHUODQGV

15.55 – 16.25 %UHDN
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6HVVLRQ����5HDOLVDWLRQ�RI�WKH�(85,6.�SURMHFW���$GYDQWDJHV�DQG�6KRUWFRPLQJV

16.30 – 17.00 ([SHULHQFH�ZLWK�ULVN�PDSSLQJ
0U��1���+HU]LJ��3URYLQFH�/LPEXUJ��7KH�1HWKHUODQGV
)UDQ]�-RVHI�6FKDHIHU��)LUH�EULJDGH�$DFKHQ��*HUPDQ\

17.05 – 17.15 &RQFOXVLRQV�DQG�&ORVXUH�RI�GD\��

17.20 5HFHSWLRQ�E\�WKH�*RYHUQRU�RI�/LPEXUJ��%HOJLXP

)ULGD\�����'HFHPEHU

/RFDWLRQ���5HJLRQDO�FRQWURO�URRP���PXQLFLSDO�ILUH�VWDWLRQ��%UDQGZHHU���:LOOHNHQVPROHQVWUDDW����

 9.00 – 9.10 ,QWURGXFWLRQ�WR�GD\��
0RGHUDWRU��GU��'��1XHVVOHU��)LUH�EULJDGH�$DFKHQ��*HUPDQ\

9.15 – 10.30 :RUNLQJ�*URXSV

10.30 – 10.45 %UHDN

10.45 – 11.30 3OHQDU\�6HVVLRQ�ZLWK�5HSRUW�IURP�:RUNLQJ�*URXSV
Moderator: dr. D. Nuessler, Fire brigade Aachen, Germany
Panel of Chairmen from the Working groups

11.35 – 12.10 'HPRQVWUDWLRQV��(XUHJLRQDO�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�WHDPV��LQWHJUDWHG�FRQWUROURRP��ILUH��
XUJHQW�PHGLFDO�DVVLVWDQFH�
0RGHUDWRU��/��YDQ�5RPSDH\��)LUH�EULJDGH�+DVVHOW��%HOJLXP

12.15 – 12.30 &ORVXUH�DQG�)DUHZHOO

12.45 /XQFK
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$SSHQGL[�±�:RUNVKRS�SDUWLFLSDQWV

/LVW�RI�SDUWLFLSDQWV

/DVW�QDPH��)LUVW�QDPH
&RPSDQ\��$XWKRULW\�
2UJDQLVDWLRQ
7LWOH

6WUHHW
&LW\
&RXQWU\

3KRQH
)D[
H�PDLO

Boe, Ragnar,
Country Governor of Vestfold
Deputy Director General

Statens Park, p.O. Box
2076
N-3103 Tonsberg
Norway

00 47-33371161
00 47-33371265
ragnar.boe@tm-ve.stat.no

Clements, William (Bill) H.M.,
Emercency Planning Unit
(Nil), Central Secretariat
Head of Unit

Stoney Road, Massey
HouseBT 43 SX Belfast
Northern Ireland,
U.K.

00 44-232 527370
00 44-232 527380
epb@Nics.Gov.UK

Dechêne, Wolfgang,
Feuerwehr Aachen
Hauptbrandmeister

Stolberger Str. 155
D 52068 Aachen

0049 1795999201

Donkers, J.,
Universiteit Maastricht

 The Netherlands donkers@cs.unimaas.nl

Edwards, Janet,
Swedish Rescue Agency
Geographic Information
Specialist

Karolinen
65180 Karlstad
Sweden

0046-054-104108
0046-054-104170
janet.edwards@kd.srv.se

Groothuysen, W.,
RISK B.V.

The Netherlands +31-43-38-833.22
info@riks.nl

Eriksson, Tore,
Swedish rescue Services
Agency
Project manager

Karolinen
65180 Karlstad
Sweden

0046 54104370
0046 54104170
tore.eriksson@kd.srv.se

Fuecker, Albert,
stellv.   Vorsitzender des
Feuerwehr-Ausschusses
Ratsherr

Thomashofstr. 23
52070 Aachen
Germany

0049-241-154282
0049-241-153498
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Goldschmitt, Ernst, Dr.
United Nations Enviroment
Programme APELL

Tour Mirabeau, 39-43
quai André Citroén
75739 Paris Cedex 15
France

0033-1-44373007
0033-1-44371474
Ernst Goldschmitt@unep.fr

Heiles, Serge,
Officier
Ville de Luxembourg

50, route d´Arlon
L-1140 Luxembourg
Luxembourg

00352 47963505
00352 455611

Herzig, N.M.J.,
Provincie Limburg

Postbus 5700
6202 MA Maastricht
The Netherlands

0031-43-389.70.22
info@prvlimburg.nl

Heus de, H.,
Police South Limburg

Postbus 1230
6201 BE Maastricht
The Netherlands

0031-43-400-60.17
0031-43-400.6010

Hoverd, Harry,
Home office emergency
planning

50, Queen Anne´s
Gate,(Room 656)
SWIH 9AT London
United Kingdom

0044-1712733708
0044-1712734094
Harry.Hoverd@homeoffice.gi
s.gov.uk

Hugo, Simons
Brandweer Hasselt
Sergant

Willekensmolenstr. 120
3500 Hasselt
Belgium

Huppertz, Michael,
Feuerwehr Aachen

Stolberger Str. 155
D 52068 Aachen
Germany

0049-241-9441122
0049-241-9441108
feuerwehr@mail.aachen.de

Janssen, L.J.,
Provincie Limburg
Secretary

Postbus 5700
The Netherlands 0031-43-389.70.20

0031-43-361.85.75
info@prvlimburg.nl

Klinkers, Q.,
Uni Maastircht

The Netherlands

Krack, M.,
Professor

The Netherlands

Lopmeri, Olli,
Ministry of the Interior
Ministerial Advisor

Kirkkokatu 12
Fin-00170 Helsinki
Finland

0035-891602990
0035-891604672
olli.lopmeri@sm.intermin.ifi

Marchal, Claude,
Feuerwehr Kelmis

Altenberger Str. 12
4728 Hergenrath
Belgium

0032-87658405

claudy.Marchal@skynet.be
Meers, Herman,
Provincie Limburg

Universiteitslaan 1
3500 Hasselt
Belgium
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Molitor, Franz-Josef,
Akademie f. Notfallplanung u.
Zivilschutz
Regierungsdirektor

Ramersbachstr. 95
53474 Bad Neuenahr
Ahrweiler
Germany

0049-2641 381202
0049-2641 381210
AkNZ-Ahrweiler@ t-online.de

vanMontfort, Lambert
Politie Limburg Zuid

Postbus 1230
6201 BE Maastricht
The Netherlands

Mucska, Hans
Magistrat der Stadt Wien
MA68

Am Hof 9
1010 WIEN
Austria

+43-1-2859321-58391
+43-1-2859321-58690
sdk@m68.magwien.gv.at

Niesten
Brandweer Heerlen
Nüßler, Dieter, Dr.
Feuerwehr Stadt Aachen

Stolbergerstr. 155
D-52068 Aachen
Germany

0049-241-9441100
0049-241-9441108
nuessler@mail.aachen.de

Nüßler, Helga,
Organisationsbüro

Bergstr.29
52159 Roetgen
Germany

0049-2471-4901
0049-2471-4901
nuessler@t-online.de

Olivas, Jesus
Generalitat de Catalunya
Communiations Systems
Manager

Ctra. Universitat Autnoma
S/N
08290  Barcelona
Spain

0034-935867900
0034-935867990
Jolivas @Correu.Gencat.Es

Oulianoudis, Eftimois,
Civil Prevention Emergency
(Pref. of EVROS)

Karaoli-Dimitrioy 40
68100 Alexandrapolis
Greece

003055188078
003055188085

O´Loughlin, Oliver,
Limerick Corporation Fire
Authority
Chief Fire Officer

Fire Station,
Morgave Str.
Limerick City
Ireland

00353 61415799
00353 61419186
cfoli@iol.de

Pexsters, Clement,
Ministerie van Binnenlandse
Zaken

Universiteitslaan 1
3500  Hasselt
Belgium

0032 4 238016
0032 4 238017

Probst, Helmut,
Innenministerium Ref. II,C 4
Regierungsbranddirektor

40190 Düsseldorf
Germany

0049-211 - 8712476
0049-211 - 8712491
helmut.probst@im.nrw.de

Rompaey v., L.,
Stedelijke Brandweer Hasselt
Commandant

Willekensmolenstr. 120
B-3500 Hasselt
Belgium

0032-11-22.4893
0032-11-22.00.96
paul.prijs@ping.de

Roos, N.,
Universiteit Maastricht

The Netherlands 043-38-82022
roos@cs.unimaas.nl

Schaefer, Franz-Joachim,
Feuerwehr Aachen

Stolbergerstr. 155
D-52068 Aachen
Germany

0049-241-9441120
0049-241-9441108
feuerwehr@mail.aachen.de
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Schäfer, Rolf
Vorsitzender Feuerwehr –
Ausschuss
Ratsherr der Stadt Aachen

Soerser Weg 39 a
52070 Aachen
Germany

0049 -241- 153214
0049 -241 - 153214

Schmedding, P.M.G.A.,
Brandweer Zuid-Limburg

Postbus 55
6270 AB Gulpen
The Netherlands

0031-43-450.72.82
0031-43-450.72.42

Schmid, Karl
Magistrat der Stadt Wien
MA68

Am Hof 9
1010 WIEN
Austria

+43-1-2859321-58391
+43-1-2859321-58690
sdk@m68.magwien.gv.at

Schulte, Ernst,
Europäische Kommission

Boulevard de Triomphe
172
B.-1160 Brüssel
Belgium

0032 22960224
0032 22990314
ernst schulte@cec.env.int

Spierenburg The Netherlands

Stack, Fergal,
Limerick Corporation Fire
Authority
Assistant Chief Fire Officer

Fire Station, Morgave
StrLimerick City
Ireland

00353 61415799
00353 61419186
cfoli@iol.de

Steen, Roger,
Directorate for civil Defence
and Emergency planning
Advisor

P.O. Box 8136 Dep
N-0033 Oslo
Norway

0047 22358587
0047 22382675
roger.steen@dsbdep.no

Tiemessen, Gerard,
AVIV

Langestraat 11
7511 HA Enschede
The Netherlands

0031 534306088
0031 534305335
tiemessen@aviv.nl

Toloude, Maria,
Prefecture EVROS-Greece

Karaoli-Dimitriou 40
6810 Alexandreupolis
Greece

0030 55188078
0030 55188085

Trasleglise, Gilles,
Service Departemental de
Secours du Haut-Rhin
Chef du Service Prévision
Lieutenant

68000 Colmar
France

0033 03 89226886
0033 03 89301250

Vainio, Taito,
Ministry of the Interior
Senior advisor

Kirkkokatu 12
Fin-00170 Helsinki
Finland

0035 891602982
0035 891604672
taito.vainio@sm.intermin.fi

Vandenbussche, P.,
Provincie de Liège

Rue St. Gilles, 90 c
B-4000 Liége
Belgium

0032-4-2211064
0032-4-2211219

Wouters, J.,
EMR-bureau

Postbus 5700
NL-6202 MA Maastricht
The Netherlands

0031-43-3897491

euregio.maas.rijn.@wxs.nl
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To install the system you should carry out the following steps.

First make sure there are no old installations of the EuriskMap program. To verify this, open the
‘Control Panel’ using ‘Start’ → ‘Settings’ (English version of Windows). Subsequently, double click on
‘Add/Remove Programs’. In the window that now opens, look for ‘Eurisk’ or ‘EuriskMap’. If you find it,
click on the ‘Add/Remove’ button. If you are asked whether to remove everything, answer with Yes.

Insert the CD into the CD-drive.

Open the windows explorer and select the CD-drive, or open ‘My Computer’ (English version of
Windows) on your desktop using a double click and subsequently open the CD-drive.

Open the folder ‘EuriskInstall’.

Double click on ‘Setup(.exe)’. The EURISK Map prototype will now be installed on your computer.

The EURISK Map prototype accesses the database through the ODBC interface. ODBC is a part of
Microsoft Office and should be present on your computer if you have a full installation of Microsoft
Office. There are two things you that must do, (1) check whether ODBC contains the right version of
the required drivers, (2) inform ODBC about the EURISK Map Database.

To check the drivers, open the ‘Control Panel’ using ‘Start’ → ‘Settings’. Double click on ‘32bit ODBC’.
This will open a window containing the ‘ODBC Data Source Administrator’. Click on the tap ‘ODBC
Drivers’ and verify whether it contains the Microsoft Access Driver version 3.50 or higher. If the driver is
not present or if ODBC does not contain the right version of the driver, install the drivers that you find in
the folder ‘ODBC-drivers’.

To inform ODBC about the EURISK Map Database, open the ‘Control Panel’ using ‘Start’ → ‘Settings’.
Double click on ‘32bit ODBC’. This will open a window containing the ‘ODBC Data Source
Administrator’. Click on the tap ‘System DSN’ and subsequently on the button ‘Add’. This will open the
window ‘Create New Data Source’.
Select the ‘Microsoft Access Driver’ version 3.50 or higher, and click on the button ‘Finish’. Now the
‘ODBC Microsoft Access 97 Setup’ window will open. Fill in the ‘EURISK_DATA’ in the field for behind
‘Data Source Name’, and click on ‘Select’.
Now select the database ‘EURISKMAP-GB97.mdb’ in the directory ‘C:\Eurisk\Data\’ and click on ‘OK’.
Click ‘OK’ in the ‘ODBC Microsoft Access 97 Setup’ window and the ‘ODBC Data Source
Administrator’ window.

When you start the EuriskMap program for the first time, it might show a window saying ‘File not
found’. This is not a bug in the program or something that went wrong during the installation. It means
that the program cannot find the file containing the network (TCP/IP) address of the FTP-server from
which a new version of the database can be downloaded. To avoid that this message appears again,
click on the button ‘Update’ after the program has started up completely. This will open the window for
downloading a new version of the database. Fill in the correct network address of the FTP-server and
click on ‘Save address’. If the address unknown, click on ‘Save address’ anyway. Close the window by
clicking on ‘Cancel’.
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6WDUWLQJ�WKH�SURJUDP

You can start the program using ‘Start’ → ‘Programs’ → ‘EuriskMap’ → ‘EuriskMap’ (English version of
Windows). You can of course also place a shortcut on the desktop for quicker access.

After starting the program, the program will first ask for a name and a password of the database. Since
we did not put a password on the database, it suffices to click on ‘OK’.

Subsequently the program asks you to select a map. On the top level there is usually only one map. By
clicking on ‘OK’ without selecting a map the fist map in the list of maps is chosen. The program will
show the selected map with the risk objects displayed on top of it.

8VLQJ�WKH�SURJUDP

A map can be too large to be shown completely on the screen. If not the whole map is visible, you can
change the part that is visible using the arrows. Clicking on the arrows will change the view of the map.

You can zoom into an area by selecting the area on the map and by subsequently clicking on the
zooming button. An area is selected in the following way. Press the left button of the mouse (a right-
handed mouse). Move the mouse while pressing the left button, to select the area. Release the left
button of the mouse. The selected area is shown as a blinking rectangle.

Instead of zooming you can also select a more accurate map. First you select the area of which you
wish to have a more accurate map. Subsequently, you click on the level button. Now the program ask
you to select a map since there can be more than one more accurate map of the selected area at the
next level.

The different icons show the type of risk objects. To get detail information of any of the displayed
objects, just click on its icon. This will open a window showing information such as: the name, address,
type, the dangerous materials that are store, and so on.

There are buttons for printing the map, for showing the legend, for choosing the risk objects to be
displayed on the map, for downloading a new database over a network, for choosing the
representation of areas, and so on.

2SHQLQJ�WKH�GDWDEDVH

There are four different forms for accessing and modifying the information stored in the Eurisk Map
database. Each of the forms is in a different language. There is an English, a French, a German and a
Dutch form. Which form you choose to access and modify the database makes no difference. The
results are always stored in the same database. You can open a form using: ‘Start’ → ‘Programs’ →
‘EuriskMap’ → ‘<language> Database’.

(GLWLQJ�WKH�GDWDEDVH

When you add a new object to the database, click on ‘4∗’ at the bottom of the form. This will give you
an empty form. After entering the name of an object, you must select a category, a co-ordinate system
and an editor. Furthermore, you must enter at least one co-ordinate. The co-ordinates must be
numbered. The first co-ordinate always has the number ‘0’. Every new co-ordinate has a number that
is ‘1’ higher than the previous co-ordinate.
You can also edit the list of categories and the list of materials. On the form will find buttons for this
purpose. To ensure that the proper information is shown when changing the language of the form as
described above, you should specify the name of the category and the name of the material in all four
languages.
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